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LDAP directories and databases are usually vulnerable to denial of service attacks. This sort of
attack is really typical in environments which might be unsecured wherein it might leave data
unavailable to the applications requesting it. Because it can lead to so many complications to
organizations and organizations in their day to day operation, a specific plan referred to as LDAP
firewall is used to stop these sorts of attacks.

Whilst numerous business organizations are employing separate programs for LDAP firewall
function for their directories and databases, other people have discovered an effective and effective
way of finding the identical function devoid of getting to set up separate programs just like LDAP
proxy and technologies to consolidate or merge data. Like separate programs, a virtual directory
can also stop leakage of data so chances of unwanted access and modifications on the directories
are either blocked or prevented.

LDAP firewall and LDAP proxy will not only secure the LDAP directories and databases. These two
separate programs can also boost the availability of data and their content material. Fundamentally,
what it does is it enhances fault tolerance wherein the moment 1 directory becomes responsive, the
VDS or virtual directory server can either move or transfer the user into a directory that's offered.
This can be carried out within a seamless manner in which the user is unlikely to notice it has been
moved into one more directory.

You can find other characteristics which can be obtained out of making use of this technology. It
features a load balancing feature that functions by facilitating the balancing of loads in the backend
identity data repositories so delivery of data will be inside a extra powerful manner. By generating
applying of LDAP firewall, admin users are given further access controls to their directories and
databases. Once you mix the abilities and capabilities of firewall and proxy functions of a directory,
your organization with attain larger amount of safety with the network restriction policies.

To these organizations who want to migrate data from their old directory server but have not found
the correct remedy but, a virtual directory could be a superior solution because it comes with
directory emulating capabilities that tends to make it attainable for you personally to migrate, for
example from Sun directory server into other forms of databases.
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